
Both liquid mediums and solid mediums can be used as samples
For solid mediums, a Capilia TB-Neo extraction buffer (sold separately) is required

Fast test results with one step operation
Reading time is 15 min. No special equipment required

IVD TB Ag



� Using a liquid medium for AFB (e.g. Middle Brook 7H9 broth)

� Using a solid medium for AFB (e.g. Ogawa medium)

Sample preparation

TB Diagnosis Flow

Incubate at 37˚C for 1 to 3 weeks until the liquid medium becomes cloudy due to the growth of bacteria. In the event that 
MGIT is used, incubate until a positive interpretation is possible. In both cases, it is necessary to confirm the presence 
of AFB by acid-fast staining.  Stir the liquid medium in the incubator and use the medium as a sample.

Dispense 80-100 µL sample into the sample placement area at the test plate.

Incubate at 37˚C  for 2 to 4 weeks until the growth of bacterial colonies is confirmed on the solid medium, and then 
confirm the presence of AFB by acid-fast staining. 
(1) Dispense 0.2 mL of the extraction buffer (sold separately) into the tube. 
(2) Pick 1 µL of bacteria (equivalent to a 1mm-diameter platinum micro-loop) from the bacterial colony that has grown on the solid medium. 
(3) Suspend the collected bacteria in the buffer solution in the tube. 
(4) Close the tube with a stopper and fully suspend with a mixer. Then, use the bacterial suspension as  a sample.
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� Validity: 27 months
� Storage: Store at 2-30�
� Reading time: 15 minutes 

�  REF  CATB0870 (100 Tests)
    Kit content： Test Plate×100
�  REF  CATB0871 (10 Tests)
    Kit content： Test Plate×10
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